It is known that incorporating cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) into realistic volume conductor models adds precision for source analysis. However, modeling interior CSF compartments like ventricles or deep sulci creates a complex source space with many deep cavities. Such a fragmented source space can cause problems for dipole fitting and other inverse methods. A solution could be to use a simplified head model, where only the superficial CSF layer between the brain surface and the inner skull boundary is included, while interior CSF compartments are ignored. The present paper aims at investigating if simplified CSF models are sufficiently accurate for forward and inverse solutions.
Introduction
Advanced numerical methods, for example, the boundary element method (BEM) [1] , [2], the finite difference method (FDM) [3] and the fi nite element method (FEM) [2] , [4] [5] [6] , allow solving the EEG forward problem in individual, realistic volume conductor models. Using these realistic models strongly benefits EEG source analysis (see, e.g., [7] ). In practice, a minimum of three tissues (scalp, skull and brain) are differentiated when realisti cally modeling the head. Additionally incorpo rating the CSF adds further precision for EEG source analysis (see, e.g., [5] ). CSF occurs, for example, in the ventricular system, which is ly ing deep inside the head. Further CSF filled spa ces can be found between the brain surface and the inner skull, as well as in the sulci. As in source analysis sources are only allowed to be located in the brain, but not inside the CSF, incorporating interior CSF compartments (e.g., the ventricular system) into the volume conductor has an impact on the space of allowed source positions. A source space for the volume conductor model incorporating inner CSF com partments has large holes and a much more complex geometry as compared to the source space for a simpler three compartment model.
A fragmented source space can cause problems for inverse methods. In the dipole fit approach, for example, the nonlinear optimization of the dipole position might get "stuck" due to holes and concavities in the source space, and the globally best fitting source position might not be found. In addition, for a complex source space boundary effects for inverse methods incorpo rating spatial regularization might increase.
These problems can be alleviated by using ei ther a head model, where CSF is ignored com pletely, or by using a model, where the superfi cial CSF between the cortex and the inner skull surface is included, but CSF in deep sulci and shows the mislocalization tendencies for TM A and B. For TM A large mislocalization errors (> 4 mm) can be seen especially for frontal sources. Sources tend to be reconstructed at po sitions deeper in the brain. Observed source re construction errors for TM B are negligible for nearly all source positions (< 2 mm) (Figure 3) . A clear mislocalization tendency can, thus, not be made out for TM B.
Conclusion
In summary, we find large errors for the forward solution and for the source reconstruction when completely ignoring the CSF. Ignoring the inter nal CSF spaces and CSF in deep sulci caused smaller and more local errors, especially for the source reconstruction, that might be negligible for many applications.
cortex area. In areas close to larger CSF filled spaces errors will be larger, while they will be smaller in areas where there is fewer or no CSF. The errors for TM B observed in this study, es pecially the negligible single source reconstruc tion errors, lead to the final conclusion that in ternal CSF spaces like ventricles or deep sulci can safely be ignored while still allowing a rela tively high accuracy for EEG source analysis. Simplified CSF models like TM B can thus be employed to avoid the problems of complex source space geometries.
